CHANDLER’S APPRENTICE

Guests learn the heritage craft of candle making and make a
range of hand made, vegan, soy wax candles.
The candle making business is on fire at the moment, as
an interest in self-care, home décor and room fragrancing
flourishes. Everyone from top fashion houses to independent,
artisan boutiques are entering the candle market.
We’ll post out kits in advance of the e-event containing
everything needed. Guests will receive a wax melter, wax,
wicks, mould, tin, fragrance, colour and tools.
Hosted by our expert chandler in the virtual candle shop,
guests will be guided through each step from preparing the
mould and container, arranging the wick, melting the wax,
adding dyes and fragrances, pouring the melted wax and
removing candles from moulds.
Guests will make a fragranced container candle in a tin, a pillar
candle in a mould as well as some some tea lights.

Actual experiences in virtual times.
An online workshop where guests make their
own candles.

For an added teambuilding element we can arrange guests
into teams and challenge them to come up with a name
and brand for their candles, similar to a task seen on “the
Apprentice”. We can put them into break out rooms where
they can talk privately with their team mates and then pitch
their new candle range to the judges and the other teams.

Location

At the end of the activity guests will have a beautiful set of
candles to keep or give as gifts.

2 Weeks

Benefits

Social interaction, mindfulness, escapism and de-stressing,
team rebuilding, creativity, relaxation, shared experience, ecoawareness, learning new skills, fun!

Hosted online on Zoom

Participants
Up to 50

Lead Time
Duration
1 - 2 hours

Event Includes

• Expert host
• Green screen virtual candle
shop
• Posted kit containing all
equipment needed (including
double boiler pan to melt wax)
• Fun prizes if required

Guest Requirements
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Guests will need:
• Access to the Zoom platform
• Saucepan and use of hob
• Access to a kitchen or space
with a surface where they can
look at their device while
using a hob

CHRISTMAS LIGHTS

In a Christmas themed version of our popular neon style sign
making workshop, guests join our expert tutor in the virtual
workshop to design and create their own light-up Christmas
sign.
We’ll post out kits in advance of the e-event containing mount
boards, fixings, neon wire and instructions with information
on how guests can prepare their image in advance if they’d
like to (although they can also come up with ideas during the
workshop if they prefer).
Each person will have the freedom to create their own design,
with guidance from our tutor, so that the group can enjoy
the shared experience of learning a new skill together, while
coming up with their own personalised project.

Actual experiences in virtual times.
An online workshop where guests design and create their
own festive neon style sign.

At the end of the activity, guests can then choose to show their
works of art and, as an optional competitive element, we can
judge a winner and send out a prize in the post.

Location

Guests can then hang their new Christmas decoration with
pride for many Christmases to come!

Up to 50

Benefits

Social interaction, mindfulness, escapism and de-stressing,
team rebuilding, creativity, relaxation, shared experience,
learning new skills, fun!

Hosted online on Zoom

Participants
Lead Time
2 Weeks

Duration
1 - 2 hours

Event Includes

• Workshop instructor
• Posted kit containing
instructions, mount boards,
fixings and electroluminescent
wire

Guest Requirements
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Guests will need:
• Access to the Zoom platform
• Space with a surface where they
can look at their device while
working on their project

WREATH WORKSHOP

Actual experiences in virtual times.
An online workshop where guests make their own
Christmas wreath.

Hosted by our expert florist in the virtual grotto,
guests get Christmas crafting by designing and making
their own hand made festive wreaths.

At the end of the activity, guests can present their wreaths
and, as an optional competitive element, we can judge a
winner and send out a prize in the post.

Location

We’ll post out kits in advance of the e-event containing
everything needed. Guests will receive instructions, a wreath
frame, moss, seasonal foliage, wire and ribbon as well a
selection of decorations such as cinnamon sticks, pine cones,
dried fruit, baubles and bows.

Wreaths can then be proudly hung on the front door, to
impress the neighbours, or used as a festive table centre
decoration with a candle in the middle – fit for the Christmas
dinner table!

Up to 100

After a demonstration of the traditional florists’ wreath making
methods, guests get their hands dirty! Guests will be guided
through each step while they cover their wreath base with
moss before adding winter foliage like scented pine, spruce
and berried ivy.

Social interaction, mindfulness, escapism and de-stressing,
team rebuilding, creativity, connecting with nature, relaxation,
shared experience, eco-awareness, learning new skills, fun!

Benefits

Hosted online on Zoom

Participants
Lead Time
2 Weeks

Duration
1 hour

Event Includes

• Expert host
• Green screen virtual grotto
• Posted kit containing foliage,
decorations and all equipment
needed
• Aftercare information
• Fun prizes if required

Guest Requirements
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Guests will need:
• Access to the Zoom platform
• Space with a surface where
they can look at their device
while preparing their wreath
• Table covering, newspaper
or similar to protect work
surface

The candle making business is on fire at the moment, as
an interest in self-care, home décor and room fragrancing
flourishes. Everyone from top fashion houses to independent,
artisan boutiques are entering the candle market.
We’ll post out kits in advance of the e-event containing
everything needed. Guests will receive a wax melter, wax,
wicks, mould, tin, fragrance, colour and tools.
Hosted by our expert chandler in the virtual candle shop,
guests will be guided through each step from preparing the
mould and container, arranging the wick, melting the wax,
adding dyes and fragrances, pouring the melted wax and
removing candles from moulds.
Guests will make a luxury container candle, fragranced with
beautiful festive oils, some tea lights and a moulded pillar
candle shaped like a Christmas pudding!
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For an added teambuilding element we can arrange guests
into teams and challenge them to come up with a name
and brand for their candles, similar to a task seen on “the
Apprentice”. We can put them into break out rooms where
they can talk privately with their team mates and then pitch
their new candle range to the judges and the other teams.

Location

At the end of the activity guests will have a beautiful set of
candles to keep or give as gifts.

2 Weeks

Benefits

Social interaction, mindfulness, escapism and de-stressing,
team rebuilding, creativity, relaxation, shared experience, ecoawareness, learning new skills, fun!

Hosted online on Zoom

Participants
Up to 50

Lead Time
Duration
1 - 2 hours

Event Includes

• Expert host
• Green screen virtual candle
shop
• Posted kit containing all
equipment needed (including
double boiler pan to melt wax)
• Fun prizes if required

Guest Requirements

Guests will need:
• Access to the Zoom platform
• Saucepan and use of hob
• Access to a kitchen or space
with a surface where they can
look at their device while
using a hob
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Guests learn the heritage craft of candle making and make
their own hand made, vegan, soy wax candles for Christmas.
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FESTIVE CANDLES

Actual experiences in virtual times.
An online workshop where guests make Christmas candles.

We’ll post out kits in advance of the e-event containing
everything needed. Guests will receive a melter, moulds,
ingredients, fragrances, colours and tools.
Hosted by our expert soap maker, guests will be guided
through each step from preparing the mould, melting the
soap, adding dyes and fragrances and creating stunning visual
effects.
Ingredients have already gone through the saponification
process so there are no dangerous chemicals to worry about.
Guests can simply enjoy the artistic side of creating fun
designs.
Guests can make a range of soaps such as a novelty rubber
duck soap, loofah soap, soap with embedded shapes and cake
soaps using natural colours and fragrances.

FACT SHEETS
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And, for a Christmas theme, guests can learn to create:
Christmas trees, candy canes, festive embeds and Christmas
pudding soaps with some gorgeous Christmassy fragrances.

Location

For an added teambuilding element we can arrange guests into
teams and challenge them to come up with a name and brand
for their soaps, similar to a task seen on “the Apprentice”.
We can put them into break out rooms where they can talk
privately with their team mates and then pitch their new soap
range to the judges and the other teams.

Up to 50

At the end of the activity guests will have a beautiful set of
soaps to give as gifts or to make hand washing more fun!

Benefits

Social interaction, mindfulness, escapism and de-stressing,
team rebuilding, creativity, relaxation, shared experience, ecoawareness, learning new skills, fun, germ busting!

Hosted online on Zoom

Participants
Lead Time
2 Weeks

Duration
2 hours

Event Includes

• Expert host
• Green screen virtual lab
• Posted kit containing all
equipment needed (including
double boiler pan to melt soap)
• Fun prizes if required

Guest Requirements

Guests will need:
• Access to the Zoom platform
• Saucepan, knife and use of hob
• Access to a kitchen or space
with a surface where they can
look at their device while using
a hob
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With all this hand washing going on, what could be more
appropriate than learning to make stunning handmade soaps?!
And bar soaps are eco-friendly too, helping to go packagingfree and having a far better carbon footprint than bottled liquid
soaps.
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GOOD CLEAN FUN!

Actual experiences in virtual times.
An online workshop where guests make fun,
vegan handmade soaps.

LET IT GLOW

Actual experiences in virtual times.
An online workshop where guests design and create their
own neon style sign.

Guests join our expert tutor in the virtual workshop to design
and create their own bespoke neon style sign using light-up
electroluminous wire.

At the end of the activity, guests can then choose to show their
works of art and, as an optional competitive element, we can
judge a winner and send out a prize in the post.

Location

We’ll post out kits in advance of the e-event containing mount
boards, fixings, neon wire and instructions with information
on how guests can prepare their image in advance if they’d
like to (although they can also come up with ideas during the
workshop if they prefer).

Benefits

Up to 50

Each person will have the freedom to create their own design,
with guidance from our tutor, so that the group can enjoy
the shared experience of learning a new skill together, while
coming up with their own personalised project.

Social interaction, mindfulness, escapism and de-stressing,
team rebuilding, creativity, relaxation, shared experience,
learning new skills, fun!

Hosted online on Zoom

Participants
Lead Time
2 Weeks

Duration
1 – 2 hours

Event Includes

• Workshop instructor
• Posted kit containing
instructions, mount boards,
fixings and electroluminescent
wire

Guest Requirements
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Guests will need:
• Access to the Zoom platform
• Space with a surface where they
can look at their device while
working on their project

STAY AT HOME QUIZMANIA

Rounds include a selection of classic quiz rounds such as
general knowledge or pop music, visual rounds such as
observation round or guess the celebrity mash ups and audio
rounds such as spot the intro or guess the famous song being
played backwards.

Location

Scores are kept as we go along and the proud winners will
receive our virtual pats on the back as well as some fun prizes
in the post!

Duration

Benefits

• Costumed game show host
• Green screen virtual game show
studio
• Technical operator

Team spirit, morale boost, healthy competition, social
interaction, escapism and de-stressing, team rebuilding,
With plenty of quiz rounds to choose from there will something shared experience, creativity, fun!
to suit everybody and we can even provide bespoke rounds
that are personalised to the company or a particular theme.
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Hosted online on Zoom

Participants
Up to 50

Lead Time
7 days

1 – 2 hours

Event Includes

Guest Requirements

Guests will need:
• Access to the Zoom platform
• Team captains to have access to
email
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Guests compete in the special “Stay at Home” version of our
Quizmania event by using Zoom where they can be arranged
into teams. Between each round teams can then meet in
virtual breakout rooms to privately confer before submitting
their answers via email.

We then ramp up to the physical “Task Master” rounds where
volunteers are called upon to play practical games such as the
“Super Ace Face Race” where participants race to manoeuvre a
chocolate biscuit (or whatever they can find in the cupboard!)
from their foreheads into their mouths, “Tear me a River”
where guests attempt to make a picture by tearing a piece
of paper or “Best Foot Forward” where guests use their
imaginations to somehow make the best footprint.

VI

Hosted by our flamboyant game show host, in the virtual TV
studio, we bring one of our most popular events to your living
room!

An interactive, virtual game show featuring a
medley of quiz rounds and practical games.

TERRARIUM WORKSHOP

Guests join our expert plant geek and escape to his
virtual tropical garden! Together we will then bring
a bit of nature indoors by creating a “jarden” living
garden in a jar!
We’ll post out kits in advance of the e-event containing
everything needed. Guests will receive a jar, gravel, soil, tools
and everything they need to create their terrarium, as well as
a selection of exotic plants.
After a demonstration and some fascinating facts about the
history of terrariums and how they work, guests get their
hands dirty!

Actual experiences in virtual times.
An online workshop where guests make their
own terrarium.

We’ll also give the playful guests among the group ideas on
how to embelish their terariums to create their own jardeners
world! They can find things around the house such as mini
figures or can go on a scavenger hunt on their daily walk to
forage for mosses, pebbles and twigs.

Location

Under the right conditions, a perfectly balanced closed
terrarium could last a lifetime, making them a much more
eco-friendly alternative to cut flowers. (The longest known
terrarium has lasted on it’s own for 53 years!)

Lead Time

At the end of the activity, guests can present their terrariums
and, as an optional competitive element, we can judge a
winner and send out a prize in the post.

Hosted by our expert jardener, guests will be guided through
each step from planting techniques, how to build each layer
Benefits
and how to look after the terrarium afterwards so that the
Social interaction, mindfulness, escapism and de-stressing,
plants can thrive and eventually take care of themselves! They team rebuilding, creativity, connecting with nature, relaxation,
will learn how each layer contributes to the overall wellbeing of shared experience, eco-awareness, learning new skills, fun!
this self-sustainable eco-system.

Hosted online on Zoom

Participants
Up to 50
2 Weeks

Duration
1 hour

Event Includes

• Expert host
• Green screen virtual tropical
garden
• Posted kit containing plants and
all equipment needed
• Aftercare information
• Fun prizes if required

Guest Requirements
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Guests will need:
• Access to the Zoom platform
• Space with a surface where
they can look at their device
while preparing their terrarium

With all this hand washing going on, what could be more
appropriate than learning to make stunning handmade
soaps? These bar soaps are eco-friendly too, helping to go
packaging-free and having a far better carbon footprint than
bottled liquid soaps.
We’ll post out kits in advance of the e-event containing
everything needed. Guests will receive a melter, moulds,
ingredients, fragrances, colours and tools.
Hosted by our expert soap maker, guests will be guided
through each step from preparing the mould, melting the
soap, adding dyes and fragrances and creating stunning
visual effects.
Ingredients have already gone through the saponification
process so there are no dangerous chemicals to worry about.
Guests can simply enjoy the artistic side of creating fun designs.
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Guests make a range of festive soaps such as Christmas trees,
candy canes, festive embeds and Christmas pudding soaps
with some gorgeous Christmassy fragrances.

Location

For an added teambuilding element we can arrange guests into
teams and challenge them to come up with a name and brand
for their soaps, similar to a task seen on “the Apprentice”.
We can put them into break out rooms where they can talk
privately with their team mates and then pitch their new soap
range to the judges and the other teams.

Up to 50

At the end of the activity guests will have a beautiful set of
soaps to give as gifts or to make hand washing more fun!

Benefits

Social interaction, mindfulness, escapism and de-stressing,
team rebuilding, creativity, relaxation, shared experience, ecoawareness, learning new skills, fun, germ busting!

Hosted online on Zoom

Participants
Lead Time
2 Weeks

Duration
2 hours

Event Includes

• Expert host
• Green screen virtual lab
• Posted kit containing all
equipment needed (including
double boiler pan to melt soap)
• Fun prizes if required

Guest Requirements

Guests will need:
• Access to the Zoom platform
• Saucepan, knife and use of hob
• Access to a kitchen or space
with a surface where they can
look at their device while using
a hob
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A fabulously festive Christmas themed version of our “good
clean fun” soap making masterclass!

Actual experiences in virtual times.
An online workshop where guests make fun, festive
handmade soaps.

VI

WE WASH YOU A
MERRY CHRISTMAS!

